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Modeling Boron–Oxygen Degradation and
Self-Repairing Silicon PV Modules in the Field

Alison M. Ciesla , Jose I. Bilbao , Catherine E. Chan , David N. R. Payne, Daniel Chen , Moonyong Kim ,
Stuart R. Wenham, and Brett J. Hallam

Abstract—Photovoltaic (PV) cells manufactured using p-type
Czochralski wafers can degrade significantly in the field due to
boron–oxygen (BO) defects. Commercial hydrogenation processes
can now passivate such defects; however, this passivation can be
destabilized under certain conditions. Module operating temper-
atures are rarely considered in defect studies, and yet are critical
to understanding the degradation and passivation destabilization
that may occur in the field. Here we show that the module operating
temperatures are highly dependent on location and mounting, and
the impact this has on BO defects in the field. The System Advisor
Model is fed with typical meteorological year data from four lo-
cations around the world (Hamburg, Sydney, Tucson, and Wuhan)
to predict module operating temperatures. We investigate three PV
system mounting types: building integrated (BIPV), rack-mounted
rooftop, and rack mounted on flat ground for a centralized system.
BO defect reactions are then simulated, using a three-state model
based on experimental values published in the literature and the
predicted module operating temperatures. The simulation shows
that the BIPV module in Tucson reaches 94 °C and stays above 50 °C
for over 1600 h per year. These conditions could destabilize over
one-third of passivated BO defects, resulting in a 0.4% absolute
efficiency loss for the modules in this work. This absolute efficiency
loss could be double for higher efficiency solar cell structures,
and modules. On the other hand, passivation of BO defects can
occur in the field if hydrogen is present and the module is under
the right environmental conditions. It is therefore important to
consider the specific installation location and type (or predicted
operating temperatures) to determine the best way to treat BO
defects. Modules that experience such extreme sustained conditions
should be manufactured to ensure incorporation of hydrogen to
enable passivation of BO defects in the field, thereby enabling a
“self-repairing module.”

Index Terms—Boron–oxygen defects, destabilization, hydrogen
passivation, module operating temperature, self-repairing module.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) industry is dominated by
crystalline silicon solar cells and modules, and of these,

approximately 40% of worldwide production uses boron-doped
Czochralski (Cz) grown substrates [1]. However, such sub-
strates, and the solar cells fabricated on them, are subject to
a degradation in performance when exposed to illumination
[2]–[5]. This degradation, caused by boron–oxygen (BO) de-
fects, is often referred to as “light-induced degradation”; how-
ever, defect formation can also occur in the dark in the presence
of carrier injection. Hence, it is actually a carrier-induced degra-
dation (CID) mechanism [5], [6]. Due to the existence of many
forms of carrier- or light-induced degradation, a less ambiguous
terminology to refer to this degradation is BO degradation, or
BO-related CID (BO-CID) [7].

While the specific structure and formation process for the
defect are still under debate [7], it is widely accepted that the
defect consists of a complex of boron and interstitial oxygen,
namely, a BO defect [4], [8]–[11]. The magnitude of degradation
has been correlated linearly with the concentration of boron
dopants (in purely boron-doped material) and quadratically with
the interstitial oxygen concentration in the silicon [4], [12]; in
compensated silicon the net doping is more relevant than the
boron concentration [13]. Hence, the degradation is heavily
dependent on the impurity concentrations in the incoming silicon
wafer.

For conventional screen-printed solar cells with a full area
aluminum back-surface-field (Al-BSF), efficiency losses are
typically 3–4% relative [14]. However, the percentage of degra-
dation also depends on the solar cell structure. High-efficiency
solar cell structures such as the passivated emitter and rear cell
(PERC), have a stronger dependence on the bulk lifetime within
the silicon and are therefore prone to larger potential efficiency
losses due to CID [15]. For PERC structures, efficiency losses
due to BO-CID could be higher than 2% absolute,∼11% relative
[16], although typically in the range of 4–6% relative [14]. As
the commercial PV industry is rapidly adopting PERC solar cell
structures (they are expected to be mainstream from 2020 [1]),
BO-CID could have a significant impact on global electricity
generation from PV devices.

By 2025, predictions anticipate a global installed capacity
for PV of more than 1 TW, with approximately 1500 TWh
of PV-based electricity generation [17]. P-type Cz wafers are
expected to maintain a similar proportion of PV production or
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even increase market share [1]. Assuming a 40% usage of silicon
substrates subject to the formation of BO defects, with a 5%
relative performance loss, this could equate to an additional 30
TWh of electricity being required from other electricity sources.
If such electricity is generated using fossil fuels, this could
equate to unnecessary greenhouse gas emissions of ∼26 640
000 tons CO2 equivalent (CO2e) (based on an average of 888
tons CO2e per GWh of electricity production from coal [18]).

A number of potential avenues to avoid the formation of
BO-related carrier-induced defects have been identified and
described elsewhere, such as thermal processing, the use of
other silicon materials with alternative dopants or lower oxygen
concentrations. However, each of these can come with disadvan-
tages, like added cost or introduction of different performance
limiting defects or issues [4], [12], [19]–[36]. For example, the
extent of BO-CID can be modulated by thermal processing
such as by thermal diffusions or fast firing with rapid cool-
ing. However, such processes have not yet demonstrated the
complete elimination of CID [4], [5], [12], [37]–[39]. Without
carrier injection, the recombination activity of the defect can
be eliminated by annealing at elevated temperatures [2], [5],
[31], [40]–[42]; however, subsequent illumination can re-form
the defects, and hence the thermal annealing only results in a
metastable recovery of the cell performance, as will be discussed
in the next section on the BO defect system.

In 2006, Herguth et al. presented a breakthrough for the PV
industry with a method for permanently eliminating BO-CID
on conventional Cz wafers containing boron and oxygen [43].
This was based on an illuminated annealing process. How-
ever, the permanent recovery can also be achieved in the dark
with current injection; hence, this permanent recovery is also
a carrier-induced mechanism [44]. In recent years, a number
of breakthroughs have led to the development of illuminated
anneals using a laser for permanent recovery and stable cells in
only 8 s.

First one is the identification of the role of hydrogen in the per-
manent deactivation process [45]–[50]. Subsequently, a mecha-
nism for hydrogen passivation was provided by recognizing the
importance of hydrogen charge states [29], [51]. High-speed
regeneration processes were also presented on pre-degraded
samples through increasing the illumination intensity to 2–3
suns [52]. Subsequently, defect formation was identified as a
limiting factor for enabling high-speed processes on finished
cells without the requirement to degrade samples prior [53].
These contributions have led to the development of multiple
widely used commercial tools [54], [55], enabling manufacture
of stable commercial cells and modules using boron doped Cz
substrates.

Once passivated, the hydrogen–boron–oxygen (H-BO) com-
plex is recombination inactive. This complex is stable under
subsequent illumination, but it can be depassivated at elevated
temperatures, therefore destabilizing the material [43], [52].
Due to the potential destabilization of the H-BO, questions
over the stability of the passivation for applications in the field
have been raised. Depending on conditions of installation, such
destabilization could have negative impact on the warranties
issued by solar panel manufacturers, which require that a certain

Fig.1. Diagrammatic representation for the three-state hydrogen-based model
for boron–oxygen defect complex system, associated with carrier-induced degra-
dation in boron-doped Cz silicon.

level of performance be maintained for typically 25 years, with
an expectation for even longer performance warranty periods
from 2020 [1].

Expanding on earlier work in references [56], [57], here we
investigate the performance loss for a worst case scenario numer-
ical simulation of PV modules in the field, with a BO-CID miti-
gation process performed during manufacturing. We expand on
previous work through highlighting the approximate ranges of
reaction rates for module operating temperatures in the field, pro-
viding further analysis of weather data in the locations studied
and a thorough investigation of the impact of module mounting
systems on the BO defect system and hence concern for different
solar panel applications. The study is based on experimentally
obtained values for the destabilization reaction as published
in the literature, and predicted module temperatures using the
System Advisor Model (SAM) (version 2015.06.30) [58]–[60]
fed with typical meteorological year version 2 (TMY2) data
from Meteonorm V 5.0.13 [61] from four locations around the
world.

To solve warranty concerns in regions where the passivation
is likely to be less stable, it is possible to use these unfavorable
conditions for passivation stability, reversing the process to cap-
italize on these conditions that also enable carrier-induced pas-
sivation. This work considers a self-repairing module concept
[62] and investigates the potential in the field when no (or partial)
BO-CID mitigation process is performed prior to installation.
This is based on the same modeling principle, now including
the other defect reactions in three-state BO defect system (to be
discussed in the next section) as a best case scenario.

II. MODELING METHOD AND RESULTS

A. The BO Defect System

A three-state hydrogen-based model is used here to describe
the BO defect complex system that is associated with CID
in boron-doped Cz silicon, as has been used by various au-
thors [44], [63]–[65]. The three-state model is likely to be
an over-simplification of the full process [66], but is capable
of adequately describing the process for practical purposes. A
diagrammatic representation of the three-state system modeled
in this work is shown in Fig. 1.
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The first state (A) is comprised of a latent, recombination-
inactive BO defect complex [67]. This state can be populated
by annealing in the absence of charge carriers. The final process
for the fabrication of silicon solar cells is the high-temperature
fast-firing process for metallization. This is typically performed
with little or no illumination, meaning that at the end of the
process, the system is generally in state A. It should be noted,
that stray light as the wafers leave the furnace can start to form
defects, which can result in a small population in state B. The
second state (B) describes the material in the degraded state,
after the formation of the carrier-induced recombination-active
BO defect complex from individual constituents of boron and
oxygen. This typically occurs after exposure to carrier injection
at relatively low temperatures. The third state (C) describes the
silicon material once the recombination-active BO defects have
been passivated by hydrogen, to form a recombination-inactive
H-BO complex.

State C is typically achieved during an illuminated anneal-
ing process performed at elevated temperatures in the range
of 100–300 °C [63], [68], [69]. A pre-requisite to achieving
this state is the introduction of hydrogen into the bulk of the
silicon [50], typically achieved during fast firing; although it
should be noted that recent work has shown regeneration without
deliberate introduction of hydrogen into the bulk [70]. However,
in that work, the samples were still processed with hydrogen-
containing solutions or hydrogen-containing dielectric layers.
The authors noted that samples with an intentional introduction
of hydrogen displayed the largest regeneration rates. State C is
stable with exposure to subsequent minority carrier injection. It
should be noted that at any given time, a mix of the states may
be present in the silicon.

For the three-state model, only four transitions are assumed to
be physically relevant. The transition from state A to B (ΓAB),
describes the formation of the recombination-active BO complex
under carrier injection. The reverse transition from state B to A
(ΓBA) describes the thermal annealing of the recombination-
active BO complex. The transition from state B to C (ΓBC)
describes the hydrogen passivation of the recombination-active
BO complex to form a recombination-inactive H-BO complex.
The transition from state C to B (ΓCB) describes the thermal
dissociation (destabilization) of the H-BO complex, back to a
recombination-active BO defect complex that is isolated from
hydrogen. Direct transitions between states C and A are assumed
to be irrelevant for this system. It should be noted that in other
studies, destabilization has been assumed to occur from state C
directly to state A [44], [52]. The exact transition is not important
for the key findings of this article. Further discussions addressing
why we use a transition of state C to B can be found in [65]. A
more detailed description of the overall system first described
in [43] can be seen in [65].

For each transition Γij , there exists an activation energy
(Ea,ij) from state i to j to describe the temperature dependence
of the reaction. There is also an associated attempt frequency
(vij) for the reactions. The activation energies and attempt
frequencies are shown in Table I for illumination intensities
close to 1 sun, for solar cells with a bulk boron doping density

TABLE I
ACTIVATION ENERGIES (Ea) AND ATTEMPT FREQUENCIES (vij ) FOR

TRANSITIONS FROM STATE I TO J (Γij ) IN THE BORON-OXYGEN DEFECT

COMPLEX SYSTEM, ASSOCIATED WITH CARRIER-INDUCED DEGRADATION IN

BORON-DOPED CZOCHRALSKI SILICON

Values for the transitions ΓAB and ΓBC are shown under open circuit conditions in the
vicinity of 1 sun.

Fig. 2. Reaction rates for the boron–oxygen defect system between 0 and
100 °C using the attempt frequencies and activation energies as shown in Table I.

of 1 × 1016/cm3. The defect formation rate is expected to be
independent of illumination intensities above 0.01 suns (assum-
ing open circuit conditions), until approaching high injection,
when a further acceleration of defect formation can be realized.
It should be noted that the value of vBC = 4.6 × 109 s−1 is
estimated at an illumination intensity of 1 sun in open circuit
conditions on a standard screen-printed solar cell, with a full
area Al-BSF. This is in agreement with a linear prorata estimate
of the reaction rate using an illumination intensity of 2.7 suns
in open circuit conditions shown in [52]. The activation energy
for the transition ΓBC is taken from the same reference.

The strong temperature dependence of the reactions in the
BO defect system is shown in Fig. 2. For defect passivation
(ΓBC) and defect destabilization (ΓCB), which are the two
reactions of most interest in this article, even a small increase in
temperature can significantly increase the reaction rates (kBC

and kCB , respectively). For example, at 60 °C, an increase of
10 °C would increase the passivation reaction rate by a factor of
2.7 and the destabilization reaction rate by a factor of 3.6. This
increase would reduce the time constant for those reactions by
the same respective factors.

In this article, we assume a defect formation rate (kAB)
that is activated by illumination, but independent of the illu-
mination intensity. This is valid for low-lifetime structures in
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p-type silicon at illumination intensities in the vicinity of 1 sun
and below, in which the defect formation rate saturates at low
illumination intensities (approximately 0.1 suns) [4], [71]–[73].
This saturation occurs in p-type samples due to a sufficient
availability of electrons for the defect formation reaction, while
any subsequent increase in illumination intensity in this range
will not substantially increase the total hole concentration. For
such samples, substantially higher illumination intensities are
required before the total hole concentration can be substantially
increased, leading to an acceleration of defect formation [53].

It is also assumed that the passivation rate kBC (where rele-
vant) is in open circuit conditions and linearly dependent on the
illumination intensity. Such open circuit conditions commonly
occur when modules are installed but not yet connected or in
operation. The linear dependence on the illumination intensity
was chosen given that in [74] the reaction rate is approximately
linear in the vicinity of 1 sun. The assumption of open circuit
conditions is likely to provide a best case scenario for the time
required for a natural passivation of BO defects that could occur
under carrier injection in the field. In reality, the extraction of
carriers under field operation will reduce the carrier concentra-
tions, by one to two orders of magnitude, from that observed
in open circuit conditions. This will most likely result in a
reduction in vBC by a similar magnitude. Thus, the timescales
presented in this article only convey a qualitative comparison
of the performance of modules between different mounting
structures in different locations around the world. In reality,
there are many factors that will influence the timescales for the
reactions, including the injection level achieved in the cell [75]
(dependent on cell performance), the thermal history of the cell
(most notably the fast-firing profile used for contact firing [76],
or any post-firing thermal processes [52]). Importantly, due to the
substantially lower reaction rate for destabilization (kCB) than
thermal annealing (kBA), this still results in effective passivation
being obtainable despite a potentially small difference in the
reaction rates of passivation and thermal annealing.

The annealing of the BO defect (ΓΓBA) and defect destabi-
lization (ΓCB) reactions are assumed to only be dependent on
temperature, based on experimental data from the literature [52],
[77]. That is, the reactions occur with the same rate in darkness as
well as under illumination. On the other hand, reactionsΓAB and
ΓBC only occur with illumination or carrier injection. Hence,
in reality, at module operating temperatures we only see the
effects of ΓBA and ΓCB without illumination. For degradation
(ΓAB), due to the saturation of the degradation rate at very
low illumination intensities as already mentioned, we assume
a constant reaction rate under operating conditions. For defect
passivation (ΓBC), a linear dependence on the illumination
intensity is used [74].

The normalized concentrations in each of the states (Ni(t)),
where i=A, B, C, are governed by a system of linear differential
equations given by (1)–(3) below [44], [64]. Here, kij is the rate
constant from state i to j according to the Arrhenius equation, as
shown in (4).

δNA

δt
= κBA · nB − κAB · nA (1)

Fig. 3. Average annual surface air temperature (January 1951 and December
1980) across the globe using data from the Berkeley Earth Surface Temperature
Project on a 1 × 1 grid [78]–[80].

δNB

δt
= κAB · nA + κCB · nC − (κBA + κBC)nB (2)

δNC

δt
= κBC · nB − κCB · nC (3)

κij = vij · e
−Ea
kbT . (4)

B. Analysis of Meteorological Data

As the reactions in the BO defect system are temperature-
dependent, it is important to understand the operating temper-
atures of modules in the field, in order to assess the long-term
stability of CID mitigation in modules. Determining the actual
operating temperature of modules in the field requires complex
modeling, such as the SAM (version 2015.06.30) [58]–[60] used
in this work, and is dependent on a large number of variables.
Two key parameters that influence the operating temperature
are the ambient temperature and solar insolation. Both of these
differ substantially across the globe and throughout the year.

For the simulations performed in this work, four different
locations with different yearly temperature and insolation con-
ditions are used, as listed below:

1) Hamburg, Germany (53.5653°N, 10.0014°E).
2) Sydney, New South Wales, Australia (33.8650°S,

151.2094°E).
3) Tucson, Arizona, The United States of America

(32.2217°N, 110.9264°W).
4) Wuhan, Hubei province, China (30.5833°N, 114.2833°E).
These four locations are subject to very different temperature

distributions and solar insolation throughout the year. Fig. 3
shows the global distributions of the average annual surface
air temperature between January 1951 and December 1980, as
extracted from the Berkeley Earth Surface Temperature Project
on a 1 × 1 grid [78]–[80]. Since 1980, global temperatures
are increasing at 0.16 °C per decade [81], and not linearly
across the globe [82], which overtime will somewhat change
the global temperature distributions. However, the focus of this
work is to show that different locations and mounting schemes,
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TABLE II
AVERAGE SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURE FOR HAMBURG, SYDNEY, TUCSON,
AND WUHAN FROM METEONORM DATA USED IN THIS WORK, COMPARED

WITH THE LONG-TERM AVERAGE FROM JANUARY 1951 AND DECEMBER 1980
FROM THE BERKELEY EARTH SURFACE TEMPERATURE PROJECT

which therefore affect the module temperatures, will modulate
how the panels respond to light-induced degradation. The image
highlights that the long-term average temperature in the vicinity
of Hamburg is substantially lower than that for the other three
locations. As a result, it would be expected that Hamburg would
suffer less from a potential destabilization of passivated BO de-
fects than the other locations. However, the lower temperatures
could also increase the time to passivate BO defects in the field.

C. Actual Weather Data Used

TMY2 from Meteonorm V 5.0.13 [61] was used for each of
the locations, in hourly intervals for an entire year. TMY2 is a
standard format of hourly meteorological data, used commonly
in software packages to model the performance of PV systems.
A TMY2 file for one year is a collection of “typical” months
selected from a long-term data set, based on how close each
month is compared to the statistics of the average observations
for a particular month of the year. Meteonorm uses a combina-
tion of local weather observations in combination with models
and long-term averages to create their TMY2 files, using data
from the Global Energy Balance Archive, the World Meteoro-
logical Organization (WMO/OMM) Climato-logical Normals
1961–1990, and from MeteoSwiss [61].

An example data set of the ambient temperatures for Tucson
is shown in Fig. 4(a) at hourly intervals throughout the year.
The graph clearly shows the daily and seasonal variations in
temperature. Fig. 4(b) shows the distributions of the ambient
temperature in terms of the number of hours in each tempera-
ture range throughout the year, in 1 °C intervals. Sydney has a
narrow temperature distribution with a peak at approximately
20 °C, while Tucson has the hottest temperature distribution and
Hamburg has the coldest.

A summary of the average ambient temperature throughout
the year for each of the locations is shown in Table II. The
long-term average surface air temperature is also shown for each
of the locations, as extracted from the data shown in Fig. 3.
A general agreement is observed between the two values for
each location (less than 2.2 °C), suggesting that the weather data
used in this article for the simulations adequately represent the
expected temperature distributions and the variations throughout
a given year in each location to enable an interesting comparison
between locations of varying climate. It should be noted that
the exact weather data used in this article will lead to different

Fig. 4. (a) Hourly distribution of ambient temperatures in Tucson throughout
the year. (b) Distribution of ambient temperatures throughout in hours per year in
each 1 °C interval. Note that although the data are not continuous, it is presented
as a line graph rather than a histogram for clarity of presenting all series on the
same graph.

timescales for the reactions, but do not change the conclusions
drawn in this article.

The yearly solar insolation greatly varies between the four
locations investigated in this article. Table III shows a summary
of the key solar insolation data for each location on two tilted
angles. A tilt angle of 15° toward the equator was chosen for
roof mounted PV arrays, while a tilt angle equivalent to the
latitude facing the equator was used for large centralized PV
installations. The average plane of array irradiance (POAI) for
the module is the average insolation when exposed to sunlight
over a year. The number of peak sunshine hours per day is the
equivalent number of hours per day that the module is exposed to
the nominal irradiance of I0 = 1000 W/m2. Using this average
solar irradiance value, the average attempt frequency vBC for
the passivation reaction was calculated assuming a linear depen-
dence on the instantaneous illumination intensity (I) as shown
in (5), where vBC,I0 is the vBC under nominal irradiance.

vBC (I) = vBC,I0

(
I

I0

)
. (5)
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TABLE III
SOLAR INSOLATION DATA FOR HAMBURG, SYDNEY, TUCSON, AND WUHAN

TABLE IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM MODELED IN THIS ARTICLE

As shown in Table III, Tucson is the sunniest location, and
therefore has the highest average vBC . Slight variations in the
solar insolation and subsequent average vBC are also noted
between systems at the same location, depending on the tilt
of the array. For Hamburg and Wuhan, almost no difference is
observed between the different system tilts. However, for Sydney
and Tucson, the solar insolation is increased when tilting the
array at the latitude angle.

D. Influence of Installation on the Operating Temperature
of PV Modules

In this section, the operating temperature of modules in the
field is simulated based on the meteorological data for ambient
temperature and solar irradiance incident on the plane of array
(POA) of the module on an hourly basis for an entire year.

The system used for the modeling consisted of 12 × 270 W
monocrystalline silicon PV panels with an efficiency of 16.68%
under standard test conditions (STCs) of 25 °C, 1000 W/m2, as
nominated by the module manufacturer. A summary of the key
system parameters is shown in Table IV. It is assumed that the
nominal efficiency is that after the full formation of BO defects,
and therefore of the module in the degraded state.

Three different mounting schemes for the system are inves-
tigated in this work. First, a building-integrated photovoltaic
system (BIPV) that is mounted flush with the roof, tilted at 15°.
This system has no ventilation at the back of the modules to
assist with cooling and should experience the highest operating
temperatures. Second, a rack-mounted system on a roof tilted at
15° (PV-R), with a 100-mm air gap at the back of the modules
to allow some ventilation for cooling. Third, a rack-mounted
system installed on a flat ground for a large centralized PV
system, tilted at the latitude toward the equator (PV-C). This
system has full ventilation at the rear of the module to assist
with cooling, and hence should experience the lowest operating
temperatures.

Fig. 5. (a) Hourly module temperature on a rack-mounted system installed
in Tucson on a roof tilted at 15° with a 100-mm air gap (PV-R). (b) Module
temperature data for each location (Hamburg, Sydney, Tuscon, and Wuhan),
and each type of mounting (BIPV, PV-R, and PV-C) showing yearly average,
maximum, minimum, and daily average maximum and minimum.

Simulations for the output power, efficiency, and temperature
of the modules in operation were obtained using the SAM
(version 2015.06.30) from the National Renewable Energy Lab-
oratory (NREL) [58]–[60].

1) Module Operating Temperatures: The SAM model out-
put for PV systems installed at the four different locations,
highlights the substantial daily and seasonal differences in the
operating temperatures for each location and mounting types.
Fig. 5(a) shows the modeled temperature data in hourly intervals
(gray dots) for an entire year of operation of a rack-mounted
roof system with a 100-mm air gap (PV-R) in Tucson. It also
shows the minimum and maximum operating temperature for
each day (blue and red lines, respectively), the daily average
over 24 h (black line) and the daily average only including
the hours of operation (green line). This image highlights the
substantial increase in module temperature above the ambient
temperature during operation [see Fig. 5(a) for the compari-
son]. Fig. 5(b) shows the average yearly module temperatures,
as well as maximum, minimum, average daily maximum and
minimum for BIPV, rack roof mount (PV-R), and centralized
flat ground (PV-C) systems in each location. This highlights
the substantial differences in the module temperatures for each
location for the different mounting structures. A well-ventilated
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TABLE V
MODELED OPERATING TEMPERATURE DATA FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS

INSTALLED IN HAMBURG, SYDNEY, TUCSON, AND SYDNEY

ground mounted system (PV-C) experiences substantially lower
operating temperatures (particularly maximums) throughout the
year than a BIPV system, or a rack-mounted system on a tilted
roof with only a 100-mm air gap (PV-R). In locations other
than Hamburg, PV-R and BIPV systems reach temperatures
approaching 100 °C, with average daily maximums as high
as 60 °C. Note that we have not included temperatures during
the night, as without illumination the modules are typically at
ambient temperature, which is substantially lower than module
operating temperature during the day, and hence destabilization
reactions are insignificant.

A summary of the key temperature data for the four locations
is shown in Table V. Sydney experiences the highest maximum
temperature throughout the year for each mounting structure,
reaching up to 96.8 °C for a BIPV system, while Tucson has the
highest average of the daily maximum temperatures throughout
the year and the highest number of operating hours over 50 °C
for each mounting structure. By far, Hamburg has the lowest
operating temperatures. A PV-C system installed in Hamburg
only experiences 17 h with an operating temperature above
50 °C, while a similar system installed in Tucson will experience
554 h. As a result, it is expected that Hamburg will provide the
most suitable environment for avoiding the destabilization of
passivated BO defects; however, the worst for the self-repairing
module which relies on temperature as well as carrier injection
for the passivation of BO defects in the field. In contrast, Tucson
is expected to suffer the most from a destabilization of passivated
BO defects, while it has the best location for a self-repairing
module due to the fastest passivation of BO defects in the field.

For laboratory studies investigating the BO defect system,
setups are usually established to decouple the influence of
illumination from the influences of temperature changes. For
example, when varying the illumination intensity, the set point
on a hotplate may need to be altered to maintain a constant
wafer temperature [53]. However, in the field, the illumination
intensity and operating temperature of the modules are closely
coupled. Fig. 6 shows example distributions of the operating
temperatures of modules as a function of solar insolation for a
PV-R system in Sydney and a BIPV system in Wuhan. While

Fig. 6. Effect of solar irradiation in the plane of array (POA) on the operating
module temperature for (a) a PV-R system in Sydney, and (b) a BIPV system in
Wuhan.

there are many other factors that influence the actual operating
temperature of the module, the solar insolation in the POA
has a significant impact. The coefficients of temperature in-
crease for all scenarios were in the range of approximately
(30–60) mK/W/m2. The lowest temperature coefficient of
30 mW/W/m2 in Sydney for a PV-C system would result in an in-
crease of the exponential component of the reaction rate by a fac-
tor of 24 when increasing the illumination intensity from 100 to
1000 W/m2. For the highest temperature coefficient of
62 mK/W/m2, the corresponding increase in the exponential
component of the reaction is a factor of 570. In contrast, the
attempt frequency would increase in both cases by a factor of
10. This suggests that the induced temperature increase from
illumination will have a significantly larger impact in acceler-
ating the reaction rate (particularly for defect passivation), than
the dependence directly on carrier injection through increases
in the attempt frequency.

E. Modeling the Destabilization of Passivated BO Defects

In this section, we perform simulations over a 40-year period
for the various locations and mounting structures on modules
that have had the BO defects fully passivated during the man-
ufacturing process. A MATLAB ordinary differential equation
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Fig. 7. Diagrammatic representation of the model used in this article.

(ODE) solver (ode15 s) was used with a maximum time step of
1 h, using the system of equations presented in (1)–(4), for the
BO defect system and the relevant reaction rates from Table I.
Input temperatures were based on the hourly data fed from the
output of the SAM model. For calculations at intermediate times,
a linear interpolation of the modeled temperature was used.
Fig. 7 shows a diagrammatic representation of the model used in
this article to predict module efficiency. The predicted module
operating temperature and reaction rates were fed into the BO
defect model, taking into account a potential dependence of
the defect passivation rate on the illumination intensity (I). The
output of the BO model was then used to predict the efficiency
(η) as a function of time.

It was assumed at the start of each simulation that 100% of
the defects were passivated, and hence (NC(t = 0) = 1). For
the simulation, as a worst case scenario, the passivation reaction
was disabled. Under this regime, any passivated defects (H-BO
complexes) that are thermally destabilized due to operation in the
field at elevated temperatures, are not repassivated. Therefore,
any destabilization of defects results in the degradation of the
cell performance. This would be the case if, when a module is
put in the field, no further atomic hydrogen is available within
the silicon for BO defect passivation. A number of factors could
act to reduce the concentration of hydrogen available for BO
defect passivation such as:

1) The effusion of hydrogen out of the silicon solar cell;
2) An evolution of atomic hydrogen into a state that is not

available for passivation (such as the formation of molec-
ular hydrogen);

3) Passivation of other defect species.
The passivated defects that were destabilized were assumed

to all move into the recombination active state (state B), and
hence cause a degradation of the module performance. This is
justified, as any elevated operating temperature will occur in
the presence of carrier injection, and therefore enable defect
formation. Furthermore, for any temperature below 100 °C,
under steady-state conditions, using the reaction rates in Table I,
less than 1% of defects would shift back to a recombination
inactive state (state A).

A performance loss to CID of 5% relative was assumed for the
modules, with a module efficiency of 16.68% at STC conditions

in the fully degraded state. This level of 5% relative degradation
is typical for the expected power loss due to BO defects [83],
[29], [56]. Therefore, the absolute potential efficiency loss due to
CID was assumed to be 0.88%, with a corresponding efficiency
of a module with 100% of BO defects in the passivated state
being 17.56%.

The fraction of recombination active defects in state B was
then converted to an absolute efficiency loss due to light induced
degradation (LID). This assumed that the efficiency loss was di-
rectly proportional to the drop in implied open circuit voltage of
lifetime test structures throughout the defect formation process
and was calculated according to (6).

relative efficiency loss =
VOC (t = 0)− VOC (t)

VOC (t = 0)
. (6)

The output of the model suggests that both the mounting struc-
ture and location could have a significant impact on the potential
stability of the passivation (see Fig. 8). BIPV-integrated systems
show the largest potential destabilization of the passivated BO
defects, which could cause up to a 0.4% absolute efficiency
loss after 40 years for a BIPV system in Tucson. In contrast, a
0.05%, 0.15%, and 0.25% absolute efficiency loss could occur
in Hamburg, Sydney, and Wuhan, respectively. PV-R systems
are expected to have slightly lower efficiency losses than BIPV
systems. In contrast, the PV-C systems show no significant
sign of potential degradation, with less than 0.05% absolute
efficiency loss after 40 years in all locations. A close look at
the plots shows stepped degradation due to seasonal variations,
with the majority of degradation occurring during the summer
months, and the efficiency of the modules being relatively stable
during the winter months. The corresponding overall energy
yield loss over 40 years in Sydney is depicted in Fig. 8(d) as
an example case study. When compare to a nominal yield of
7.74 × 107 kWh over 40 years as assumed from the passivated
case, a relative loss in energy yield of 0.488%, 0.4%, and 0.058%
is predicted given BIPV, PV-R, and PV-C systems, respectively.

The 0.4% absolute efficiency loss for modules BIPV modules
in Tucson over 40 years is significant, and likely to be 0.8%
absolute, or higher, for higher efficiency PERC structures which
can suffer more than twice as much from destabilization [16].
This efficiency loss corresponds to a destabilization of 36% of
passivated BO defects (H-BO). These results are based on the
destabilization activation energy ΓCB = 1.25 eV reported in
[52], which has an uncertainty of ±0.05 eV. At the extremes of
this uncertainty, the destabilization reaction rate kCB , could be
as low as 1.20 eV or as high as 1.30 eV, which could result in a
shift in the reaction rates according to Fig. 9. Over 40 years in the
field, this could lead to significantly more or less destabilization
respectively. For example, at the extremes of the uncertainty, a
module at 50 °C for 40 years (which would overestimate the
destabilization) the BO system destabilization could be as much
as 0.04% with Ea = 1.20 eV, or as little as 0.01% for Ea =
1.30 eV. However, the trends between locations and mounting
types would remain.

The estimated destabilization rates (kCB) based on the mean
temperature (kCB,m), temperature data throughout the year
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Fig. 8. Module efficiencies as a result of H-BO destabilization in each location
for (a) BIPV, (b) Rack roof mounted (PV-R) installations, and (c) Centralized
system on flat ground (PV-C). (d) The resulting loss in energy yield in Sydney
as a function of time.

Fig. 9. Possible range of reaction rates for destabilization passivated boron–
oxygen defects between 0 °C and 100 °C based on uncertainty in activation
energy from [52].

TABLE VI
ESTIMATED DESTABILIZATION RATE (kCB) FROM Tmean OF YEAR (kCB,m),
EXPECTED (kCB,ex), AND ESTIMATED FROM MODEL (kCB,es), AND ERROR

(kCB,ex), and based on model (kCB,es) under different mount-
ing systems and locations are shown in Table VI. The error of
the destabilization rates were calculated based on the difference
between kCB,es and kCB,ex. Location Tucson, which showed
the most destabilization over 40 years (see Fig. 8) had an error
up to 5.2%.

Although the instantaneous destabilization rate varies by
orders of magnitude throughout each day and throughout the
year, an effective destabilization rate (kCB,eff) for the worst
case scenario of destabilization can be obtained. This kCB,eff

value is defined as the equivalent destabilization reaction rate,
kCB , which results in the same level of destabilization after
the 40-year period as modeled using the temporally varying
temperature data (neglecting defect formation, defect disso-
ciation, and any passivation reaction). This is valid over the
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long-term (40 years), as the temperature variation, and there-
fore instantaneous reaction rate variation, is cyclic on a much
shorter timescale (annually). Therefore, any seasonal influences
have a small impact at the end of the 40 years. Furthermore,
given that the operating temperatures are all below 100 °C, no
significant defect dissociation occurs, so any destabilized defects
will remain in a recombination active state.

An expected destabilization rate kCB,ex can be obtained from
the yearly average of the instantaneous kCB values calculated
for each time temperature data using (7), where h is the hour and
H represents the total number of hours in the year.

kCB,ex =
1
H

H∑
h=1

vCB · e
( −Ea,CB

kBTh

)
. (7)

As shown, for all scenarios the kCB,ex value has less than a
7% deviation from the respective kCB,eff value. This suggests
that the kCB,ex can provide a reasonably accurate estimation
of the simulated destabilization. In contrast, estimating a kCB

value from the average temperature throughout the year can
lead to an under-estimation of the extent of destabilization in
the simulation. This is due to the strong non-linear temperature
dependence of the destabilization, which is heavily weighted
toward the highest temperatures.

For the BIPV module installed in Tucson with 36% BO desta-
bilization, kCB,ex is 3.66 × 10−10 s−1. This might be tolerable
for the modules in this work with 0.4% abs efficiency loss over
40 years. However, for future higher efficiency structures, where
efficiency losses could more than double due to BO defects, it
would be preferable to limit destabilization to less than 10%
over 40 years. This corresponds to an absolute efficiency loss
of 0.13% abs for the modules in this work. To achieve this,
the expected annually averaged rate of kCB,ex should be below
8.3 × 10−11 s−1.

F. Long-Term Passivation of BO Defects in the Field—A
Self-Repairing Module

Under the same conditions of increased temperature and
illumination that cause higher rates of destabilization, there
is also the potential for natural passivation of BO defects in
the module, if a source of hydrogen exists for passivation.
Based on the same data shown previously, the expected rates
for passivation for given conditions can be determined. Unlike
destabilization processes which happen over decades in field
conditions, the rates of passivation are much faster, so the time
frames are highly dependent on the time of year. Fig. 10 shows
the hydrogen passivation of BO defects in the field of an initially
fully degraded module (0% passivated defects, 0NC(t)) for a
roof mounted system in Sydney. From (a), it is clear that a
module installed in winter takes much longer to achieve full
passivation of BO defects, as the time to achieve full passivation
(1NC(t)) is much longer between May and August, and an
order of magnitude longer than a module installed in January
(Summer in Sydney). Note that the fine horizontal-line structure
is a result of changes in the BO defect system only occurring
during the day with elevated module temperatures. that is, no
substantial changes occur during the night. Fig. 10(b) shows

Fig. 10. (a) The field passivation of BO defects for a rack-mounted system
Sydney following installation of a fully degraded module (0% passivated defects,
0NC(t). (b) The passivation trends for the minimum, maximum, and average
times required for passivation depending on the time of year of install. That is,
simulations were performed for installing modules on each day of the year.

the passivation trends for the minimum, maximum, and average
times required for passivation to a certain fraction of defects
(NC) for simulations with modules installed on each day of
the year. A fully degraded module can be almost completely
passivated in two weeks in summer but takes months in winter.
For the case that requires the minimum time for passivation, the
process is very rapid where over 50% of defects can be passivated
in one summer day (seen by the big jump), but then a clear
level step while the module is in the dark overnight. On average,
it will take 15.6 d to passivate half of the defects and in the
worst case scenario when installed in May (late autumn), 82.5 d
are required. Furthermore, given the known dependence of the
passivation reaction on carrier concentration, this is particularly
important for how long a module sits idle in the field before
operation under open circuit conditions as has been assumed
in this simulation. During operation at maximum power point,
when the injection level is lowered significantly, the passivation
rate is significantly lowered, which would increase the time
required for regeneration.
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Hydrogen can be introduced into a PV cell through typical
screen-print firing processes of a cell with SiNx passivation
[84]. However, one should note that low-temperature approaches
like HIT technology [85] or metallization by plating might be
problematic due to a lower indiffusion of hydrogen. [86].

For installations likely to subject the modules to higher tem-
peratures and illumination (with high kCB,ex values above a
tolerable level ∼8.3 × 10−11 s−1) rather than provide fully
passivated modules where the H-BO could destabilize with
time, it could be preferable for manufacturers to offer “self-
repairing” modules. Similarly, there may be installations where
the field passivation is fast enough that the short-term power
losses in the field may be more economically favorable than the
cost of passivation during manufacturing. Such self-repairing
modules would ensure hydrogen is available in a form suitable
for passivation and optionally without complete passivation
for the process to be completed in the field. As recent works
have suggested, hydrogen is very likely to be a precursor for a
different form of longer term degradation referred to as light and
elevated temperature-induced degradation (LeTID) [87], either
as a hydrogen containing complex or causing recombination on
its own [88]–[94]. Thus, processes for incorporating hydrogen
should be controlled and monitored, and testing conducted to
determine the implications for potential LeTID. However, for
modules installed in cooler climates, a large uncertainty in the
time required to recover from LID may favor passivation of the
defects during module production.

In any case, to avoid excessive destabilization in the field it
would be preferable to ensure a suitable source of hydrogen
remains in the silicon for subsequent passivation. In this way,
whether or not the module is fully recovered prior to installa-
tion, any future destabilization that occurs can be self-repaired
through the same conditions that cause the destabilization. As the
passivation rates are faster than the destabilization rates in such
field conditions, the module should always be able to self-repair,
as long as sufficient hydrogen exists. For high-efficiency cell
structures whose processes do not include high-temperature
steps to incorporate hydrogen, this would require an optimized
hydrogen incorporation step.

III. CONCLUSION

This article has modeled BO defect reactions including desta-
bilization and passivation, using a three-state model based on ex-
perimentally obtained values as published in the literature. The
SAM (version 2015.06.30) was fed with TMY2 data from four
locations around the world to predict module operating tempera-
tures for three types of mounting at each of four locations around
the world. Mountings investigated were: a BIPV system that is
mounted flush with the roof, tilted at 15°; a rack-mounted system
on a roof tilted at 15° (PV-R), with a 100-mm air gap at the back
of the modules; and a rack-mounted system installed on a flat
ground for a large centralized PV system, tilted at the latitude to-
ward the equator (PV-C). Locations investigated were Hamburg,
Sydney, Tucson, and Wuhan. Module operating temperatures are
highly dependent on location and mounting. A BIPV module in
Tucson reaches temperatures as high as 94 °C, and has over 1600

h per year above 50 °C. In this location, the high temperatures
and illumination could cause modules installed in this way to
have over one-third of their passivated BO defects destabilized.
This destabilization results in a 0.4% absolute efficiency loss
for the modules in this article, but it could be twice this amount
with the shift to higher efficiency cells and modules. Passivation
of BO defects can occur in the field if hydrogen is present.
For modules that experience such extreme sustained conditions,
cells/modules should be manufactured to ensure incorporation of
hydrogen to enable passivation of BO defects in the field thereby
enabling a “self-repairing module.” For a fully degraded module,
the self-repairing processes can passivate the BO defects in as
little as two weeks in the field but is extremely dependent on the
mounting and location of the systems.
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